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**SC A1** Rotating Electrical Machines

PS1 > Developments in Electrical Machines and Experience in Service
- Improvements in design, manufacture, capacity, efficiency, insulation, cooling, bearings, materials, operation and maintenance
- Influence of customer specifications and grid operator requirements on the design and cost of machines
- Effects of the torsional electromechanical oscillations on the shaft fatigue of turbo-generators

PS2 > Asset Management of Electrical Machines
- Refurbishment, replacement, power up-rating, efficiency improvement, economic evaluation of proposed alternatives
- Condition/risk based maintenance
- Methods for predicting the remaining life of aged machines

PS3 > Electrical Machines for Dispersed Generation
- Developments in design, efficiency, operating performance, reliability and maintenance
- Control, monitoring and diagnostics
- Future trends

**SC A2** Transformers

**SC A3** High Voltage Equipment

**SC B1** Insulated Cables

**SC B2** Overhead Lines

**SC B3** Substations

**SC B4** HVDC and Power Electronics

**SC B5** Protection and Automation
**SC C1** System Development and Economics

PS1 > Planning options to ensure reliability, sustainability and flexibility as the power system changes across all voltage levels
- Impact of future generation sources, storage and need of system services
- Uncertainty of supply and demand levels
- Changing transmission/distribution interface

PS2 > Investment challenges in delivering future power systems
- Sustainability considerations
- Business case development, project justification and stakeholder engagement
- Risk of stranded assets or late delivery of capacity
- Investment coordination with electric and other utilities

PS3 > Asset management challenges in future power systems
- Variable utilisation
- Increased uncertainty and changing risk profiles
- Impact of new technologies

**SC C2** System Operation and Control

PS1 > Methods to overcome operation challenges caused by the combination of intermittent generation and changes in electrical loads behaviour from a TSO perspective
- Resource balance (day ahead and day at hand), maintaining frequency and uncontrolled excess generation in relation to system demand
- Reduced inertia on the power system
- Congestion management (power flow), voltage control and coordinated Phase Angle Regulator (PAR) settings
- Information and control of dispersed generation

PS2 > Methods to improve the awareness of the overall status of the interconnected systems and the coordination of TSO actions
- Information sharing among TSOs in interconnected systems with several control areas
- Coordinated remedial actions
- Information processing, decision support and visualization techniques
- Information exchange and operational interfaces between TSO and other players, including distribution operators

**SC C3** System Environmental Performance

PS1 > Public acceptance of electric power system infrastructures
- Experiences in communication practices, stakeholder engagement and public awareness improvement
- Legislation requirements, guidelines, roles of authorities and regulators
- Methods and experiences of accommodating stakeholder needs into planning and operation of electric power system infrastructures

PS2 > How “green” are the future power systems?
- Methodologies to evaluate environmental and social performances of innovative network structures and concepts
- Environmental implications of new grid concepts
- Environmental impacts of power system efficiency improvements

**SC C4** System Technical Performance

PS1 > Modelling and practical experience of the interaction of new generation/transmission technologies and related power electronics with the transmission and distribution systems
- Dynamic and transient performance of the network
- Power quality and EMC issues related to the massive use of power electronics and to external phenomena

PS2 > Advanced tools and techniques for power system performance analysis with particular reference to stochastic methods
- Incorporating risk in analysis through probabilistic tools and assessment in light of the increasing complexity of future networks
- Advanced numerical methods with particular reference to asymmetrical systems

PS3 > Lightning protection and insulation coordination as it relates to new generation and transmission technology
- Wind generators
- UHV systems
- HVDC systems
- New models for the calculation of lightning performance of transmission lines

**SC C5** Electricity Markets and Regulation

PS1 > Integrating renewable energy sources into electricity market – lessons learnt
- Necessary steps undertaken – market design adjustment, regulatory changes, legislative adjustment, grid codes adjustment
- Interaction and integration of markets
- Impact on the market, impact on prices

PS2 > Electricity market operating experiences and market performance analyses
- Are electricity markets providing transparency and promoting liquidity?
- What experiences or conditions have driven the evolution of market designs?
- Have electricity markets provided needed investment signals?
- How will future market evolution be impacted by current market performance?

PS3 > How is the development of advanced technologies likely to impact development of market designs
- Communications Technology
- Meter Technology
- Consumption and Production Control Systems
- Storage Technology

**SC C6** Distribution Systems and Dispersed Generation

PS1 > Planning and operation of active dispersed networks including Dispersed Generation (DG), Storage and Demand Side Integration (DSI)
- Integration of micro generation and storage
- Experiences with demand elasticity trials and smart meter solutions
- Distribution management systems (advanced applications, real-time simulation, communication infrastructure and data management)
- Business models for active networks

PS2 > Integration of Electric Vehicles (EV) in power systems
- Impact on the power system
- Emerging standards
- Business models

PS3 > Electricity supply of rural and remote areas including islands
- Planning and operation of systems with high penetration of renewables
- Effects of storage, hybrid systems, solar home systems
- Emerging grid based technologies to support rural and remote area electrification

**SC D1** Materials and Emerging Test Techniques

PS1 > Dielectric performance and aging of insulation materials
- Influence of ambient conditions
- Environmentally friendly materials
- Acceptable field stresses

PS2 > Test Techniques for UHV including HVDC
- Impulse voltage shapes, wet tests, atmospheric correction
- Test circuits and techniques for HVDC
- PD measurements under DC

PS3 > Diagnostic tools
- Material aging assessment and defect detection
- New tools for interpretation
- Tools for monitoring in smart grids

**SC D2** Information Systems and Telecommunication

PS1 > Distributed Information platforms for the power systems of the future
- New architecture for operation information systems
- Back-up systems and recovery systems
- Cloud computing in applications and shared services platforms
- Cyber security

PS2 > Interconnected information systems to support competitive markets
- New market-driven solutions
- New solutions for communication
- Risks and opportunities
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